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CEMEX Construction Services Ltd is a UK-based provider of services to the construction

industry. We are part of CEMEX a growing global building solutions company that provides

high quality products and reliable service to customers and communities in more than 

50 countries throughout the world. The company has a rich history of improving the 

well-being of those it serves through its efforts to pursue innovative industry solutions,

efficiency advancements and to promote a sustainable future.

About CEMEX
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• Annual sales of more than US$15 billion

• Presence in over 50 countries

• World’s leading supplier of ready-mixed concrete and one of
the largest producers of cement and aggregates

• More than 50,000 employees worldwide

In the UK, CEMEX is a £1bn turnover building solutions business and a leading

provider of Readymix concrete, aggregates, cement and asphalt with over 

500 locations across the UK ensuring quality local materials. CEMEX UK also

has a significant share of the roof tile, concrete-block paver and concrete block

markets, and is the leading supplier of concrete sleepers to the UK's rail industry.

Our core values are essential to our efforts to be a more sustainable and

responsible company:

• Collaboration
CEMEX works with stakeholders to develop programs that meet their needs.

• Leadership
CEMEX aims to be a leader in the effort to build a more sustainable future

for our company and industry, our global society, and our planet.

• Integrity
CEMEX insists that all employees carry out their responsibilities in line with

the highest ethical standards.
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CEMEX provides a comprehensive service offering to a vast spectrum of public and

private sector construction customers, utilising an extensive range of company resources,

supported by our specialist partners, and an established supply chain. CEMEX designs,

constructs and maintains the infrastructure assets of clients, and support others to do the

same. CEMEX promotes involvement at the earliest stage, to derive the maximum

benefit from our service for everyone, and our involvement only ends when our clients

want it to. CEMEX builds sustainable, long-lasting relationships with clients and partners

to improve our service, and their outcomes.

Capabilities

Our areas of expertise:
• Highways

A comprehensive spectrum of highway construction and maintenance
solutions for contractors and private sector clients.

• Infrastructure
Building and maintaining infrastructure for developers, retailers,
contractors and local authorities. From roads and car parks to drains
and sewers, to foundations and structures.

• Airfields
Airside and landside construction for civil and military airfields.

• Network Maintenance
Comprehensive maintenance support to network owners and
operators on principal and local networks throughout the UK.

• Specialist Services
A bespoke range of products and services to address specific needs
of our construction sector clients in specialist areas.

CEMEX is able to provide and install a full range of primary and

secondary construction materials, to provide the surety of a low

cost base for a significant proportion of the overall build cost for the

majority of construction projects. For the largest projects CEMEX can

provide on-site facilities for the production of asphalt and concrete,

as well as processing site-won aggregates for re-use. 

With a commitment to sustainable construction solutions CEMEX

can also offer a portfolio of secondary and recycled products, using

cutting edge technology to utilise existing infrastructure assets as

the basis for new construction.

CEMEX is continually developing new products and processes to

fulfil the current and future needs of our clients across numerous

market sectors, with specific resources dedicated to research 

and development.

For major contractors, CEMEX is able to provide a comprehensive

service to install flexible or rigid pavement construction, from capping

upwards, utilising state of the art, fully automated paving equipment. 

CEMEX provide the entire spectrum of highway construction and

maintenance solutions for contractors and public sector clients, from

the design and construction of new carriageways, to routine resurfacing. 

For highway asset managers CEMEX are able to provide a complete

renewal service for worn out carriageways and associated

infrastructure, including;

• Full reconstruction of flexible and rigid pavements

• Carriageway widening

• Resurfacing and roadmarkings

• Crack and seat technology

• Refurbishment and strengthening of highway structures

• Traffic management

• Road restraint systems (steel and concrete)

• Drainage repair, replacement and refurbishment

• Streetlighting installation and refurbishment

• Installation of sign gantries

• Installation and renewal of communications systems

Highways
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Infrastructure
CEMEX builds and maintains infrastructure for

developers, retailers, contractors, and local authorities.

From roads and car parks, drains and sewers, to

foundations and structures, CEMEX is able to provide

the complete infrastructure service.

With the support of a nationwide network of 

material production facilities for aggregates,

concrete, asphalt, concrete products, and drainage

materials, CEMEX can deliver high value, cost

effective infrastructure solutions.

CEMEX specialise in building long-term relationships

with our infrastructure clients, such as our partnership

with B&Q to deliver environmentally friendly roads and

car parks nationwide.

Airfields
CEMEX understands the needs of the airfield operator and is able

to deliver pavement and infrastructure construction services in the

demanding environment of civil and military airfields, whether airside 

or landside. 

For airfield pavements, CEMEX’s huge inventory of natural

resources, combined with extensive technical knowledge, ensures

the design of pavement materials to surpass client expectations.

Our paving fleet includes the world’s most advanced machines,

incorporating ‘fly by wire’ technology to ensure an exacting finish.
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Network Maintenance
CEMEX provides comprehensive maintenance

support to network owners and operators on

principal and local networks throughout the UK.

CEMEX delivers carriageway repair and renewal

services and much more to our partners working

on the UK’s trunk road networks, as well as

maintaining thousands of miles of local authority

roads. CEMEX understands the importance of

keeping the network moving, and carry out the

majority of work on principal routes at night,

ensuring that the road user rarely sees us. 

CEMEX provides emergency response, 

winter maintenance support, and highway

survey services on the local networks, a

customer-focussed approach, with total

awareness of the street scene environment and

the balanced needs of all stakeholders ensures

client confidence. When it comes to meeting the

needs of the network manager, CEMEX delivers.

Specialist Services
CEMEX deliver a range of products and services to address the specific

needs of construction sector clients in specialist areas. 

These areas include:

• Viapave® Type R
Thin wearing course with 25% recycled aggregate.

• EME 2
Designed for the use in UK road construction for the main 

structured layer in new build and refurbishment schemes.

• Viashade®

CEMEX can install bituminous pavements in a range of colours.

• Viashade® Natural
An aesthetically pleasing natural aggregate finish achieved through 

a secondary process.
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CEMEX is a progressive, growing and forward-looking company. Our aim is to be the

number one building solutions company in the UK in terms of quality, technical excellence

and customer service.

Commitments

Sustainability Statement
As one of the UK's largest suppliers of building material solutions,

CEMEX UK is committed to sustainable development across the

business. The principal operations of our business are raw materials

extraction, processing, re-using, recycling and distribution of building

materials.

CEMEX embraces the challenges of sustainable development, in

striving to be socially, economically and environmentally responsible in

everything we do to safeguard the needs of future generations. And

from a commercial perspective, a sustainable approach will allow

CEMEX to continue as a preferred supplier to the industry, to drive

further efficiencies and ensure long term resources.

To deliver this promise CEMEX track the following indicators:

1. Reducing emissions

2. Improving efficiency of production and logistics

3. Developing innovative new products and services

4. Engaging employees

5. Increasing transparent dialogue with stakeholders

6. Measuring and controlling impacts

7. Contributing to sustainable communities

CEMEX delivers quality services for public and private sector clients throughout the

UK and the world.

Partnerships

Our construction clients include:

• Central government

• Local authorities

• Other public agencies

• Integrated service providers

• Contractors

• Developers

• Asset owners and operators

• Commercial organisations

• Individual private clients

A commitment to excellence in client management, performance

measurement, stakeholder feedback, and continuous improvement,

ensures full collaboration right across the value chain.

Our accreditations:
• ISO EN 9001 for quality management

• ISO EN 14001 for environmental management

• OHSAS 18001 for health and safety management

• Investor in people

• Considerate Constructor

• National Technical Centre of Excellence - UKAS Accredited 

Research and Development facility

• Received a “Pass” for the Highways Agency Safety Management 

Assessment (SMS) in 2006 (possible results are either “Pass” or “Fail”)

In providing construction services, CEMEX set the standards


